
  

CASEY’S CHICKEN FRIED TRI-TIP
WITH POSEIDON VINEYARD “THE BENCH” PINOT NOIR

My �rst adventure every spring is a trip to a ranch just outside of 
Paso Robles; it is a beautiful old ranch, untouched and stuck in the 
1890s. An old friend of mine inherited this dry-farmed barley 
ranch from his great-aunt in the winter of 2000. She had lived in 
the original farmhouse her whole life, and it had changed li�le in 
that time. �at �rst spring my friend owned it, a small group of us 
decided to head down and camp around that li�le farmhouse to 
scout the place.

We’ve now been doing this same trip every spring since, and what 
was once a group of �ve has become a group of 50. We started 
another tradition that �rst year; for dinner one night, we drove 
into town and bought a few tri-tips and a few bo�les of red wine, 
and a competition was born. �e Linn Family Ranch Annual 
Tri-tip Cook-o� has been going strong ever since. Competition is 
�erce, trash talk is a necessity and many, many are made fat and 
happy by the end of the night. Last year we cooked more than 120 
pounds of tri-tip with 24 separate entries!

What has this got to do with Poseidon’s Bench Pinot Noir, you 
say? Well, a few pounds of tri-tip in your belly and a couple of 
glasses of one of my favorite Pinots, underneath 800-year-old 
valley oak trees on a ranch that is somehow stuck in time... that is 
the way to welcome spring. Every year, the ranch trip coincides 
with the release of the newest Bench Pinot; it just feels like 
serendipity. Boy, does that Pinot shine with some tri-tip, eaten 
with your �ngers, while wood smoke �lls the air.

So, without further ado, I bring to you my winning recipe from the 
2012 Linn Family Ranch Annual Tri-Tip Cook-o�. Enjoy!

Casey Graybehl, Production Manager

Salt and pepper each side of the tri-tip a�er allowing it to come 
close to room temperature. �en sear the tri-tip over high heat on 
each side until it’s darkened but not burned. Now move the tri-tip 
o� of direct heat, �ipping it occasionally until internal temp 
reaches 112°. Let it rest uncovered for 10 minutes. Mentally note 
(or snap a photo of) how the grain runs in the meat, because once 
you fry it, you won’t be able to see it anymore, and this will be 
important later. While the tri-tip is resting, heat up the peanut oil 
in a large stockpot or, be�er yet, an outdoor propane turkey fryer. 
You want the oil hot! 375-400°. Roll the rested tri-tip in �our until 
it is evenly covered, then dip the tri- tip in one beaten egg, evenly 
covering the whole trip-tip. Now roll the tri-tip in the 
breadcrumbs; you want a nice crust on all sides. Once the oil is at 
the desired temp, slowly lower the tri-tip into the oil. You only 
want the tri-tip in the oil for a very short time, just long enough to 
brown the breadcrumbs. �at’s why you want the oil HOT! I 
repeat, this is just to brown the breading, not cook the tri-tip. 
Once the breadcrumbs are golden brown, remove the tri-tip and 
place on a layer of paper towels to soak up the excess oil. Let it 
stand for 5 minutes. Whenever you slice a tri-tip, ALWAYS slice 
as thin as you can and slice against the grain. �at’s when the 
photo you took earlier will come in handy. Place on a large pla�er 
and collect your trophy!

Casey celebrates four years as our production manager this spring, coming to 
us �om Cakebread Cellars. Casey oversees the blending, racking and 
topping of all wines in the cellar; he’s also the guy who gets up and heads to 
the winery at 2 a.m. if there’s a problem with the alarm. A native of San 
Ramon, he enjoys �shing, camping and growing crazy, colorful sweet 
peppers. Casey lives in Sonoma with his girl�iend, Claudia, and their 
redbone coonhound, Ellie Mae. Casey knows every word to every song in 
"�e Sound of Music" and took tap dance lessons with his mom as a youth.

INGREDIENTS
 
1   2-3 lb. TRI-TIP WITH THE FAT REMOVED
1   BEATEN EGG
2   CUPS BREAD CRUMBS
1   CUP FLOUR
24oz  PEANUT OIL


